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Abstract
A novel hard transmission X-ray microscope (TXM) at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light-
source operating from 5 to 15 keV X-ray energy with 14 to 30 µm2 field of view has been used for
high-resolution (30–40 nm) imaging and density quantification of mineralized tissue. TXM is
uniquely suited for imaging of internal cellular structures and networks in mammalian mineralized
tissues using relatively thick (50 µm), untreated samples that preserve tissue micro- and
nanostructure. To test this method we performed Zernike phase contrast and absorption contrast
imaging of mouse cancellous bone prepared under different conditions of in vivo loading, fixation,
and contrast agents. In addition, the three-dimensional structure was examined using tomography.
Individual osteocytic lacunae were observed embedded within trabeculae in cancellous bone.
Extensive canalicular networks were evident and included processes with diameters near the 30–40
nm instrument resolution that have not been reported previously. Trabecular density was quantified
relative to rod-like crystalline apatite, and rod-like trabecular struts were found to have 51–54% of
pure crystal density and plate-like areas had 44–53% of crystal density. The nanometer resolution of
TXM enables future studies for visualization and quantification of ultrastructural changes in bone
tissue resulting from osteoporosis, dental disease, and other pathologies.
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Introduction
The vertebrate skeleton provides structural support, allows locomotion, and protects vital
organs, in addition to serving as a mineral reservoir. These functions are accomplished through
bone tissue, the hard mineralized material that comprises the skeleton (Constantz et al.,
1995). Bone is formed by osteoblasts secreting an organic matrix consisting primarily of type
I collagen. This soft organic substance serves as the substrate for subsequent mineral deposition
in situ, producing lamellae of polymer-ceramic composite tissue. After forming the matrix, the
osteoblastic cells become embedded in lacunae within their own matrix and transform into
osteocytic cells characterized by lower metabolic activity and prolific cellular processes within
mineralized canaliculi. As a result, mature bone tissue is characterized by an extensive lacunar-
canalicular network (Wang et al., 2005; Anderson & Knothe, 2007; Hirose et al., 2007) that
enables bone to function as an adaptive material. Considered from the bulk to the nanoscale,
the structures of interest in bone tissue span multiple length scales: 50–150 µm thick trabecule
to 20 µm long cell lacunae to the finer canals containing the cell processes (Weiner & Traub,
1992). Mechanisms to sense physical stimuli and transduce signals by bone cells are of great
interest not only for normal skeletal growth and adaptation but also for diseases such as
osteoporosis (Han et al., 2004; Feng et al., 2006; Tatsumi et al., 2007). Hypothesized
mechanotransduction mechanisms include osteocytes, cell processes, fluid flow, and matrix
deformation (e.g., Duncan & Turner, 1995; Burger & Klein-Nulend, 1999; Khosla et al.,
2008), so an enhanced ability to examine bone at the nanoscale will enable understanding and
differentiating these mechanisms.

Characterization of bone microstructure has historically required penetrating or sectioning the
hard mineralized matrix, whereby thin (2–5 µm) sections were prepared and observed by light
microscopy. The density of the mineral phase limits optical penetration to ~100 µm. One- or
two-dimensional (2D) parameters measured from these sections were then extrapolated to
characterize the three-dimensional (3D) microstructure of the tissue (Parfitt et al., 1987;
Hildebrand & Ruegsegger, 1997). Recently, newer imaging techniques such as laser scanning
confocal microscopy (Kamioka et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2005) and fluorescence microscopy
techniques (Biteen et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2008) have improved
resolution further. Fluorescence labeling with photoactivated EYFP (enhanced yellow
fluorescent protein) can detect proteins localized to within 30 nm (Biteen et al., 2008) and 3D
STORM (stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy) can map membrane proteins within
20–70 nm on mitochondria (Huang et al., 2008). In isoSTED (stimulated emission depletion)
microscopy, spherical focal spots are generated to significantly decrease the width of the point
spread function to provide a resolution of 40–45 nm (Schmidt et al., 2008). However, these
fluorescence methods require labeling that is often protein-specific and map the location of the
targeted proteins rather than the physical matrix structure.

Better resolution in the low nm range can be achieved with electron microscopy (Ren et al.,
2005; Suvorova et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2009), but limitations include poor penetration of the
sample and the necessity for very thin (60–100 nm) sectioning. Obtaining thin sections of this
hard tissue is both technically challenging and destructive. Similarly, atomic force microscopy
can view step heights smaller than 1 nm in the layered crystal structure of calcite (Vavouraki
et al., 2008) and observe nanometer-sized structures in hydroxyapatite (Tong et al., 2003) and
mineralites in bovine bone (Kwon et al., 2009), but only images the surface topology. In
addition, the complexity of the 3D microstructure can be lost by these 2D approaches.

Microcomputed tomography (microCT) (Kuhn et al., 1990; Hildebrand & Ruegsegger, 1997;
Muller et al., 1998) has elucidated the complexity of the 3D structure of bone tissue of thicker
(up to 1 cm penetration) bulk samples without destructive sectioning. Lacunae were initially
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observed at ~10 µm resolution by laboratory (benchtop) microCT (Feldkamp, 1989), and
canalicular detail is evident when higher resolution is obtained through synchrotron-based
microCT (Luo et al., 1999; Nuzzo et al., 2002; Fritton et al., 2005). An additional advantage
of this approach is the quantitative attenuation data obtained that can be converted to volumetric
density determination. Mineral density of cortical and cancellous tissue has been determined
by microCT (Weiner & Traub, 1992) and synchrotron micro-focus X-ray imaging (Wenk &
Heidelbach, 1999). Despite these significant advances, the resolution of these CT methods still
does not allow visualization of details in lacunae and canaliculae or determination of mineral
density in individual trabeculae and lamellae.

Even higher resolution has been achieved with synchrotron-based soft and hard X-ray
microscopy. Soft X-ray microscopy in the water window (284–543 eV, between the absorption
edges of carbon and oxygen) has been used to study detailed 3D cellular structures, insect
attachment devices, and spider silk at resolutions as fine as 30 nm (Glisovic et al., 2007;
Eimuller et al., 2008; Parkinson et al., 2008). However, sample thickness was limited to ~5
µm. Recently, ultrahigh voltage electron microscopy has been used to acquire 3D tomography
of osteocytes from thicker samples (3 µm) (Kamioka et al., 2009).

The use of hard X-ray transmission microscopy (in the 4 to 14 keV range) has the advantage
of excellent spatial resolution (as high as 30 nm) with good sample penetration and depth of
focus (~40 µm at 8 keV). Sample preparation for the transmission X-ray microscope (TXM)
does not require staining or extremely thin sectioning, allowing for the study of intact bulk
tissue structures. In addition, chemical information at high resolution can be obtained by
imaging above and below the absorption edge of an element, and a fluorescence detector can
be used for trace element identification at micron resolution. In this work we demonstrate that
hard X-ray microscopy, specifically the TXM at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Lightsource (SSRL), can be used to provide detailed information (30–40 nm resolution) on
mineralized tissue structure and density. Our goal is to demonstrate the capabilities of the
instrument to facilitate future scientific investigations with this technique.

Materials and Methods
Beamline and Microscope Arrangement

The hard X-ray TXM system on beamline 6-2 at SSRL (Fig. 1) was designed, manufactured,
and installed by Xradia Inc. (Concord, CA, USA) based on a design for a microscope for use
with a laboratory X-ray source (Tkachuk et al., 2007). This system is configured analogous to
an optical microscope or transmission electron microscope. In the TXM, an elliptical capillary
condenser, C, focuses the monochromatic X-ray radiation provided by the synchrotron
beamline onto the sample. The condenser provides a hollow cone illumination of the sample
over the field of view (FOV), and an objective lens, consisting of a micro-zone plate (MZP;
Chu et al., 2008), images the transmitted X-rays onto a transmission detector system (TDS),
consisting of a scintillator optically coupled via a 10× or 20× objective to a 1024 × 1024 pixel
Peltier-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) detector yielding a ~30 µm2 FOV with 10×
objective and ~14 µm2 FOV with 20× objective. The recent addition of a condenser scanner
and 2K × 2K CCD has increased the FOV to 30 µm at 8 keV. Several condensers and zone
plates are utilized to cover the full 4–14 keV energy range. Analysis of images of a Siemens
star for calibration (Andrews et al., 2009b) imaged using a zone plate with 45 nm outermost
width confirmed a resolution of 40 nm using a modulation transfer analysis. Figure 2a and
blowup in Fig. 2b show the same Siemens star at 5.4 keV made using the recent addition of a
zone plate with 30 nm outermost width. The central features of the star with 30 nm spacing are
clearly distinguishable, indicating ≤30 nm resolution.
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Zernike phase contrast allows effective imaging of samples with low absorption contrast such
as organic materials imaged by hard X-rays. Phase contrast is essential for imaging biological
samples or other weakly absorbing samples with hard X-rays. Phase contrast in the Zernike
mode is achieved at 8 keV by using a 2.5 µm thick gold phase ring positioned in the back focal
plane of the zone plate. The phase ring shifts the X-rays not diffracted by the sample by 3π/2
(negative Zernike phase contrast). Similarly, a 3.0 µm thick phase ring is used at 5.4 keV, made
of nickel to reduce attenuation of the X-ray beam at this lower energy. The phase shifted X-
rays interfere with the X-rays diffracted by the sample on the detector, which transfers phase
shift differences in the sample into intensity changes on the detector. This imaging mode
especially enhances any sharp discontinuities or edges within the sample. Alignment of the
phase ring is achieved by inserting a low-resolution zone plate (LRZP) into the optical path.

Due to the relatively small FOV, regions of interest within samples must be predefined. To do
so, a prealignment optical microscope was used to position features of interest within the
sample accurately within the FOV of the TXM. The optical coordinates were synchronized
between the TXM and prealignment microscope using a tungsten tip with one micrometer tip
radius of the type commonly used in scanning tunneling microscopy. To image samples larger
than a single FOV, a mosaic of several single images can be obtained by raster scanning. The
mosaic widens the FOV, but each individual image still retains full resolution.

Tomographic analysis and angle-resolved TXM require 2D imaging of samples at different
angles, which is accomplished by rotation of the sample stage. The stage is calibrated to ensure
that the object of interest remains in the FOV during rotation. To form the 3D image, the series
of 2D images taken at different angles (typically −90° to 90° in 1° steps) were reconstructed
by a computer algorithm using filtered back projection, which resulted in a 3D volume dataset
that could be viewed as a series of 2D “slices.”

In absorption contrast imaging, no phase ring is used, and the image of the sample represents
the local sample transmission, allowing for quantitative analysis. This mode is also referred to
as “bright field” because the X-rays illuminating the sample (direct beam) are collected by the
objective lens (MZP) and no other optical elements (i.e., phase ring) are inserted into the optical
path. Absorption contrast takes advantage of the unique absorption of each element at a given
X-ray energy. In addition, X-ray fluorescence analysis of trace elements can be acquired using
narrowed slits (3 µm beam size).

Mineral Density Determination
To determine mineral density, absorption contrast images of samples were compared with a
calibration plot constructed from absorbance versus thickness of crystalline apatite, all at 5.4
keV X-ray energy. For microCT, mineral calibration standards have been constructed as a
combination of air, saline, and standard materials (Weiner & Traub, 1992), or by
hydroxyapatite (HA) diluted with lithium tetraborate (Schweizer et al., 2007). In this work,
mineral densities were determined relative to rod-like crystalline chlorapatite (3.18 g/cm3)
(O’Donnell et al., 2009). This approach assumes that the absorption of X-rays by trabecula at
5.4 keV is mainly due to attenuation by the apatite in the sample. This assumption was verified
by imaging of an ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)-treated sample to remove all mineral
and comparing pre- and post-treatment absorption data. The absorption of the EDTA-treated
sample was <5% of the mineralized values, confirming the removal of mineral. To further
confirm that the attenuation seen in the images was due to the mineral phase, the organic
material was partially removed by mild Clorox treatment (5.25% sodium hypochlorite, 1 h
treatment). This mild treatment did not deteriorate the bulk sample.

Calibration was determined using the Beer-Lambert Law
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where I is the attenuated intensity, Io is incident intensity, α is the attenuation coefficient (1/
cm), and X is the thickness (cm) (Buzug, 2008). To measure thickness, the 3D geometry was
determined by imaging every 1° from −90° to 90° for the small crystal (HA06) that fit within
a single FOV. No crystal anisotropy was observed, so isotropy was assumed. Thickness was
measured in the orthogonal direction from which the absorption was determined; for example,
the thickness for the absorption measured at 0° was taken from the 90° image. For the larger
crystal (HA03), a mosaic of the sample was imaged in orthogonal pairs at 0 and 90°, 45° and
−45°, and −22.5° and 67.5° to obtain absorption and thickness. To obtain thickness of the bone,
a mosaic image was obtained every 58 from −90° to 90°.

Absorption, thickness, and density of the crystalline apatite and bone were determined both
manually and from images plotted with a constant intensity scale (MATLAB, The Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA). In the manual method, attenuated intensity was measured at several points
vertically along the crystalline apatite specimens (N = 2) by sampling thin rectangular areas
spanning the crystal width (ImageJ version 1.41). Bone density was calculated relative to the
apatite standard because the attenuation coefficient is proportional to the mass density (ρ; g/
cm3); that is, they both respond to differences in thickness (Buzug, 2008). Linear regression
was performed (Y = αX + b) between ln(Io/I) (absorption) versus crystalline thickness. In the
MATLAB method, first the images (both the single FOV for crystal HA06 and mosaic images
for crystal HA03) were reconstructed using filtered back projection. A thickness map was
constructed by calculating thicknesses from the reconstructed slices. The ratio of absorption
to thickness yielded the attenuation map, which was constant for the crystalline apatite, as
expected. Both the manual and MATLAB points were plotted for the crystalline apatite to
obtain the equation with slope α = 0.06833 µm−1 (p < 0.0001) and intercept b = −0.0049 (p =
<0.0001) for the crystalline apatite. The attenuation for the trabecula sample was determined
by dividing the absorption by the thickness from the reconstructed slices, in areas without
lacunae. The ratio of attenuation for the sample versus the crystalline apatite yielded the relative
density.

Preparation of Mineralized Samples
To examine mineralized samples, crystalline standards were examined first, followed by intact
bone tissue. Crystalline chlorapatite was obtained from Dr. Adele Boskey at the Weill Cornell
Medical College. Cancellous bone tissue samples were examined following in vivo mechanical
loading, a treatment known to alter bone mass and tissue density. Two weeks of in vivo cyclic
loading was used to stimulate bone formation in the tibiae of 10 week old C57Bl/6 mice (Fritton
et al., 2005). Upon completion of the experiment, tibiae were fixed in 10% neutral buffered
formalin. Because we are imaging the attenuation of X-rays from the mineralized phase of the
tissue, not labeling proteins, any protein cross-linking due to formalin should not affect the
results. For imaging, trabecular samples were removed from the proximal tibia by cutting away
cortical bone using disposable microtome blades followed by gentle washing with a saline jet
to remove marrow. Dry samples were attached to steel cannula tips using 5 min epoxy. Because
the mouse trabeculae were less than 50 µm thick, the approximate depth of focus of the TXM,
no additional dissection was performed. Heavy element staining was done with 1% uranyl
acetate for 12 h. Phase and absorption contrast imaging were performed.
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Results
Zernike Phase Contrast Imaging

Exquisite cellular and structural detail was revealed by Zernike phase contrast imaging of
mouse cancellous bone of the proximal tibia, with relatively large slices that preserve tissue
microstructure; a combination unavailable with other methods (Fig. 3). Trabecular samples
imaged at 5.4 keV both in absorption contrast (Fig. 3a) and Zernike phase contrast (Fig. 3b)
demonstrate notable differences. The non-mineralized tissue edge was more evident in the
phase contrast image, whereas the lacunae were more clearly evident in the absorption contrast
image due to their decreased X-ray attenuation.

Expanded regions of phase contrast mosaic images of a loaded mouse tibia trabecula (Fig. 4b,c)
show individual lacunae at the full resolution (40 nm) of the TXM with the 45 nm zone plate.
Both spherical and elongated cells were observed, presumably representing incompletely
mineralized or surface osteocytes and fully embedded cells in lacunae. Prolific cell processes
that measured <50 nm in width were evident in the full resolution images. Visualization of
these structures in intact, unlabeled trabeculae, evident in all bone samples imaged, is unique
to this method and cannot be resolved by optical microscopy or microCT.

Angle-Resolved TXM and 3D Tomography
A series of angle-resolved TXM images of a single trabecula provided an example of the X-
ray transmission through the full thickness of the sample, as well as insight into the shape of
the lacunae and effect of orientation (Fig. 5). The lacuna visible in the center of the image at
0° (bottom) could also be observed when the sample was rotated by 180° (top), demonstrating
transmission of the X-rays through the sample. The same lacuna was also visible at +40° and
−40° (lower left and lower right, respectively), but was close to the edge and less visible at
+90° and −90° (upper left and upper right, respectively). This phenomenon would need to be
taken into account, for example, when quantifying cells on trabecular struts. Viewing the
sample at different angles also allowed determination of its geometry, which was required for
quantification of mineral density.

Tomography revealed 3D features of lacunar detail. Three-dimensional tomography of a single
lacuna found within a trabecula (Fig. 6a) revealed its shape, geometry, and surrounding
canalicular network. In the two reconstructed slices (Fig. 6b,c), the inner structure and larger
processes extending from the lacunae are evident. The tomographic dataset is shown in
Supplemental Movie 1.

Imaging of Chemically Treated Samples
Chemical treatments of the trabeculae were used to help determine what aspects of the tissue
contribute to the X-ray attenuation. Typically, higher-Z elements including Ca in mineralized
tissue absorb more hard X-rays compared with lower-Z elements (such as C in soft biological
tissue), and samples with significant clusters of high-absorbing material can be imaged without
phase contrast at lower energies (e.g., 5.4 keV) closer to the Ca and P absorption edges, as
shown earlier (Fig. 3b).

Heavy element staining (e.g., using uranyl acetate), however, can help to render fine features
in lower-Z tissue easier to see in absorption contrast at 8 keV (Fig. 7b). In a phase contrast
image of the same lacuna, the lower-Z tissue appears thicker in comparison (Fig. 7a) due to
“halo” effects, because higher frequency information is left out. However, in some U-stained
tissue, shrunken cells were visible within lacunae (not shown), indicating that the staining may
be changing the biological nature of the sample or highlighting other features.
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In phase contrast images of the same sample region pre- and post-treatment with 5.25% sodium
hypochlorite to remove organic tissue such as cell membranes, less filament structure was
apparent in the hypochlorite treated sample (Fig. 7d) than in the same sample before treatment
(Fig. 7c), confirming that the signal was due to mineralized, not organic, material and that
organic material contributes to cellular processes. However, more edge enhancement of
mineralized canaliculi was present with the organic fraction removed (Fig. 7d).

Quantification of Mineral Density
Mineral density was quantified in mouse trabeculae using TXM at the ultrastructure level,
using crystalline chlorapatite as the calibration standard. Values from an absorption image (ln
(I 0/I)) of pure rod-like crystalline apatite (Fig. 8a) and thickness map (Fig. 8b) made with data
from the reconstructed slices were plotted as absorption versus thickness (Fig. 8c). Using data
for two separate crystals, an attenuation coefficient of 683 cm−1 was obtained for pure
crystalline apatite.

The calibration data were used to determine mineral density in a trabeculum from a normally
ambulating mouse (an unloaded control). At each numbered horizontal line in the TXM mosaic
image of the bone (Fig. 9 left), thickness and attenuation coefficients were determined from
reconstructed slices (Fig. 9 right). The mean attenuation values in the rectangular regions of
the slices ranged from 300– 365 cm−1 for the plate-like regions of the trabecula and 345–370
cm−1 for the rod-like regions, or 44–53% and 51–54% of the density of rod-like crystalline
apatite, respectively. This measured variation confirms that structurally different regions in the
trabecular network have different mineral composition and properties.

Discussion
Using synchrotron-based transmission X-ray microscopy, we have imaged mineralized
cancellous bone tissue and demonstrated osteocytic cellular structure, with excellent
resolution. This TXM approach routinely provides 40 nm resolution (and more recently ≤30
nm) with deep sample penetration of tens of micrometers in 2D and 3D, with minimal or no
sample preparation, without fixation or staining and associated artifacts.

With TXM we observed a vast cell-cell network of numerous osteocytic canaliculi through the
thickness of single trabeculae, with visualization of the smaller processes unique to this method
to date. Three-dimensional tomography of 3 µm thick silver-stained osteocytes has been
obtained using UHVEM (Kamioka et al., 2009), but ultimately resolution was dependent on
the size of the Ag particles that were 2–3 pixels in dimension, resulting in approximately 30–
50 nm resolution. In addition, visualization was limited to structures where Ag had
accumulated. Imaging of other osteocyte/canalicular morphology has also been performed with
scanning and transmission electron microscopes, but because of limited electron penetration
of mineralized tissue only the surface of thinly sectioned tissue is imaged, and a 3D structure
can be difficult to see. Larger-scale canalicular networks were evident in mouse cortical bone
using microCT at 700 nm resolution (Schneider et al., 2007), but we have resolved canalicular
structure on a much smaller scale in mouse trabeculae. Using a combination of confocal laser
scanning and differential interference contrast microscopies, canaliculi surrounding osteocytes
were studied in chick calvariae (Kamioka et al., 2001), but with a maximum resolution greater
than 100 nm, the same level of detail would not be possible as seen with TXM. The osteocytic
lacunar canalicular system was also imaged in mice (Hirose et al., 2007), but with only 300
nm resolution, requiring sectioning and extensive chemical treatment to enhance contrast.

High-resolution fluorescence methods (Biteen et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2008; Schmidt et al.,
2008) have not yet been applied to bone and mineralized tissue. These fluorescence methods
rely on labeling of proteins to identify structures, but in contrast TXM is an optical method
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with an absorption mode based on the attenuation of X-rays by mineral and tissue structure,
and a Zernike phase contrast mode that portrays information directly from interfaces within
biological structures. With the level of detail available using TXM, in a future study one could
directly compare cellular and structural detail and mineral density in bone tissue from
specimens subjected to different treatments that affect density of the mineralized tissue to
obtain information on the changes in tissue and cellular ultrastructure associated with these
conditions. This information would be particularly useful in the study of the etiology of skeletal
diseases and to understand the mechanisms of treatment.

The 3D data capabilities of TXM, made possible due to the hard X-ray penetration and depth
of focus of ~40 µm, greatly enhance biological imaging and reveal the relative arrangement of
structures that is not easily determined from 2D imaging. For example, in 2D optical
microscopy interpreting a complex structure from a surface view is difficult, and in EM
reconstructing the environment around a very thin 2D slice is challenging.

The determination of trabecular mineral density using hard X-ray TXM provides localized
nanoscale bone mineral density quantification, in contrast with the average mineral density
provided by microCT. The density values we found are lower than that for pure crystalline
apatite. This finding is to be expected because of voids such as canaliculi and the composite
nature of bone tissue. In addition, we found lower density values for the plate-like regions than
the rod-like regions. For the region containing the trabecula depicted in Fig. 9, we determined
an average mineral density of 0.480 g/cm3 with microCT. As expected, this value is lower than
the TXM results because TXM determines density of small tissue volumes within individual
trabeculae omitting voids such as lacunae. In the future the local density values can be
correlated more precisely with details of morphological features such as rod- or plate-like
trabeculae, lacunar density, shape and orientation, number of processes, etc. as a function of
loading or other skeletal treatments that may alter tissue density or cellular characteristics.
Current bone mineral quantification methodology can be improved by extending the range of
calibration standards to also include single-crystalline calibration standards of varying
densities and attenuation coefficients.

Absorption contrast of specific features in biological tissue can be enhanced using quantum
dots (Alivisatos et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2009) or other nanoparticles (Schneider et al., 2002)
for immunolabeling of cells and structures or tracer studies of cellular compartment and
specific molecules associated with the higher-Z nanoparticles.

Several limitations exist to the current TXM setup that are technically addressable. One
limitation of TXM imaging methods in general includes the small FOV (15–30 µm).
Thoughtful sample preparation is essential to create samples that fit within a single FOV,
although larger fields can be examined by automatically acquiring tiled images, as
demonstrated in Figures 4, 5, and 9. We are also working on the creation of user-friendly
software to standardize the reconstruction of mosaic tomography for samples that do not fit
within a single FOV. This reconstruction is currently accomplished with in-house MATLAB
methods (e.g., as used for mineral density quantification).

Another limitation of TXM is the possible introduction of artifacts from radiation damage.
Because of the multiple images taken, tomography in particular exposes the sample to more
radiation than when imaging a single FOV. This additional radiation exposure does not appear
to be damaging the mineralized tissue we have worked with, because the images have remained
constant before and after tomography and extensive imaging. However, hydrated
nonmineralized biological tissue would be particularly susceptible to free radical formation
created by the interaction of X-rays with water (Marchesini et al., 2003). The addition of a
cryogenic stage is expected to overcome some of the limitations related to radiation exposure
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and will likely improve imaging of hydrated cells and tissue by reducing indirect radiation
damage. Alternatively, samples prepared by freeze-drying or critical point drying, particularly
those with cells walls such as plant cells and yeast, have also proven to be stable samples for
TXM imaging without a cryostat (Andrews et al., 2009a).

Conclusions
In conclusion, the TXM imaging of biological samples we report here represents an important
advance in the ability to image at high resolution in the tens of nanometer range, in minimally
processed thick 3D samples. In intact mouse cancellous bone trabeculae, we have observed
features that have not been reported previously. The ability to image networks of lacunae and
canaliculi and to measure local tissue changes at high resolutions will have significant impact
on understanding mechanisms of bone adaptation and disease. This approach is already
providing a novel understanding of the nanostructure and properties of complex mineralized
biological specimens and holds the promise of being greatly informative about the
nanostructure of materials and the nanoscale complexity of life.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Schematic of transmission X-ray microscope at SSRL. a: Vertically collimating mirror (M0),
monochromator and toroidal mirror (M1) focus beam on the slit (S3) at the virtual source. b:
Microscope optics consist of a capillary condenser (C), x-y-z-θ sample stage; pinhole (P); MZP
and TDS. A phase ring (PR) provides Zernike phase contrast at 8 keV and 5 keV. A LRZP is
used to align the phase ring and is removed for imaging. Diagrams are not to scale.
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Figure 2.
(a) Image of Siemens calibration standard with 30 nm minimum features taken at 5.4 keV using
zone plate with 30 nm outermost width and (b) blowup of the central star region.
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Figure 3.
TXM mosaic images at 5.4 keV of trabecula from mouse cancellous bone of the proximal tibia
(a) in absorption contrast and (b) in Zernike phase contrast. Arrow points to the edge of
nonmineralized tissue, which is more apparent in the phase contrast image. The FOV of each
individual image is (30 µm)2 and scale bar = 15 µm. All images in this article show reference
corrected images, in which the raw image is divided by the image without sample. Both
brightness and contrast are adjusted, but no further processing was performed.
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Figure 4.
Zernike phase contrast images at 8 keV of cancellous bone from mouse tibia after in vivo
loading. FOV = (15 µm)2. Mosaic in panel a shows wider region (scale bar = 45 µm) and 3 ×
3 mosaics b and c show detail of processes (scale bar = 10 µm). All images were reference
corrected and both brightness and contrast adjusted without additional data processing.
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Figure 5.
Center TXM and optical images show a small trabecular strut from a control (not loaded) mouse
tibia. Center left image is a 5 × 10 mosaic taken in phase contrast at 8 keV. FOV = (15 µm)2.
The right image is from the optical prealignment microscope. The surrounding images are 3 ×
3 mosaics at full resolution taken at the indicated angles. The same lacuna can be seen in all
the images demonstrating X-ray penetration of the entire sample. Solid scale bar is 30 µm, and
broken scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure 6.
(a) Three-dimensional tomographic reconstruction of lacuna from mouse tibia trabecula and
slices (b,c) show processes extending from the lacuna. Images were taken every degree from
−90° to 90°, reconstructed using filtered back projection and rendered using visualization
software (Aviso, Visualization Sciences Group). Scale bar is 5 µm in panel a and 2 µm in
panels b and c.
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Figure 7.
TXM images at 8 keV of lacunae from mouse tibia trabecula showing differences in the sample
preparation and imaging modalities; for example, (a) phase and (b) absorption contrast images
of a control (not loaded) uranyl acetate treated sample (1% in water, overnight), and phase
contrast images of lacuna (c) before and (d) after Clorox treatment to remove organic material.
Images are a single FOV (15 µm) and scale bar is 2.5 µm.
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Figure 8.
(a) Absorption (ln(I 0/I)) image of rod-like crystalline chlorapatite sample HA06 and (b)
thickness map from reconstructed slices. (c) Plot of absorption versus thickness for two
crystalline standards includes points determined manually and using MATLAB. Linear
regression yielded an attenuation coefficient of 683 cm−1.
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Figure 9.
Mosaic absorption (ln(I0/I)) image of trabecula from mouse tibia at 5.4 keV (left side).
Trabecula was imaged every 58 from −90° to 90° to determine 3D geometry. Scale bar is 25
µm. Numbered slices reconstructed at horizontal lines on the left are depicted on the right.
Average attenuation values determined for the rectangular regions on the slices were 300–365
cm−1 in plate-like regions and 345–370 cm−1 in rod-like trabecular regions, or 44–53% and
51–54% of rod-like crystalline chlorapatite, respectively.
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